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Dear friends of talenTtrust,
 
It’s been a busy and successful year for the team
at talenTtrust.  Over the course of the year, I’m
proud to say we worked with 17 local nonprofits,
helping them to excel and endure.

We were elated to begin 2019 as a registered
Institute of Public Character (IPC) and have been
grateful for a generous upturn in the donations
we’ve received, both in number and value. This
financial growth has allowed us to bring on two
new employees fulfilling critical roles that allow us
to run more projects and bring more rigour and
effectiveness to the way we evaluate our impact.

We are also taking time to reflect on our first five
years of operations and are pleased to include a
special report detailing the positive outcomes our
programmes have had on both our nonprofit
partners and mentors alike. 

None of this would be possible without the
dedicated work of our team, my fellow board
members and all of the mentors and donors who
give so generously of their time and financial
support.     Here’s to the next five years!

 

from our chairman

neil yong
chairman



Setting up a new charity is never an easy job.
You have to slowly build your reputation and
earn trust before you can begin to think
about achieving impact.  
What began as one person in one room is
growing into a network of over 150 inspiring
mentors, 35 committed charities, 6 brilliant
employees, 6 dedicated board members,
forward-thinking corporate partners and
generous donors.
Five years on, the results of our impact study
is a reflection of the relationships developed,
the thousands of hours given by mentors, of
the energy and resilience shown by our
charities, a few tears and personal struggles
and, most importantly, improved outcomes
for the community. 
I could not be more proud of the impact that
our team has achieved over these past five
years and, as we grow, I cannot wait to see
what the next five have in store for
talenTtrust, our team and our partners.
Thank you all for being a part of our story.

tess mackean
ceo

from our ceo



talenTtrust is a registered charity with IPC

status that brings together charities and

businesses in 12-month skill-based-

volunteering projects. Our goal is to build

the capacity of local charities and their

leaders to ensure the organisation can

excel and endure. With nonprofits

exceling, their beneficiaries are better

served and the community thrives.

who we are



Each of our projects follows
our structured process,
managed and facilitated by one
of our Project Managers. This
ensures that our process is
rigorously executed and our
partners, both nonprofit and
corporate, enjoy a seamless
programme experience.  

how we do it

Each non-profit partner is
matched with a team of four or
five volunteer ‘mentors’, each
with a complementary skill set
based on our scoping process.
The full project team works
together over 12 months,
helping the non-profit to
strengthen and grow.



“The strategic plan is the most enduring aspect of the
project, if we ever go off track we know how to get back. 
We would have been on this journey anyway, but because
we had a map, we have been able to follow our journey
more clearly.”

Choy Weng Leong, Executive Director, Riding for the Disabled.

 
   non-profit partners

   volunteer mentors

   volunteer hours

                     of our non-profit partners report
that, overall, their organisation is able to
operate more effectively and efficiently as a
result of taking part in the talenTtrust project.

34

130+

2,500+

100%

celebrating 5 years of talenTtrust 



five years of connecting the
social and corporate sectors

“They came at a critical point in the organisation’s journey
and offered mentors who really helped. DOT may have
grown quite differently if we didn’t engage with
talenTtrust.”

Carrie Tan, Executive Director, Daughters of Tomorrow

Over the last 5 years, our capacity
building strategies have given non-
profit leaders the space and support to
think strategically and helped equip
them with the tools and confidence to
be able to operationalise their
organisations’ vision.

Through our high-touch, facilitated
programme, corporate leaders have an
achievable and manageable way to
give their time and expertise.  

As a result, we are building a
community of corporate leaders who
have a better understanding of social
issues in Singapore and we are
strengthening the relationship
between the corporate and charitable
sector.

of mentors say that their understanding of some of the social
issues facing Singapore has improved 90%



2019/20 in review 

In 2019/20 we have proudly

worked with 17 not profit

organisation. These projects run

for an average of 12 months and

8 of them 'wrapped up' in 2019.  

They involved 32 corporate

mentors who were all able to

apply their specialist skills and

experiences to the diverse range

of strategic and operational

challenges that their partner

charities were facing.

This year,  with support of our

mentors, our non-profit partners

successfully developed the plans

that will enable them to continue

the journey to achieving their

visions.  

strategic plans
impact frameworks

organisational structures
fundraising strategies

marketing plans 
refined mission

statements



o r g a n i s a t i o n s

"We have achieved what we aimed
to do!  We have created a strategic
plan for the next 3 years.  It helps
our board and the management
team to become more purposeful”

Daniel Ang, Executive Director, RMHC

70% of non-profits reported a HIGH IMPACT on their
organisation's strategic plan

No charity is the same, and for
talenTtrust that means that no
project is the same.   What is
common amongst our projects
is that they all result in a plan.  

Charities are able to operate
and present themselves more
professionally and successfully
map out a strategy for
achieving their goals.

 
completed projects

volunteer mentors

of charities say that the team
create a safe environment
where they feel comfortable
to share their challenges

                 

8

32

100%



l e a d e r s

"I am more aware of my
organisation's needs and can
now communicate more
clearly with board members.”

Hailin Pek, CEO, Zero Waste

Overwhelmingly, they identify
the clarity of thought that they
achieve through the process of
strategic planning and the
feeling of support that they
receive from their new
network.

report that the way
communicate their strategy

to staff has improved.

85% report  a HIGH IMPACT on the way they prioritise
their organisation’s activities.

85%

Our non-profit leaders commit
wholeheartedly to the process
of inviting a team of volunteer
mentors to advise on their
organisation.

As a result of their project, they
identify a sense of
empowerment and confidence
that they apply to
conversations with their staff,
board and funding partners.



"I gained valuable insight into the working of a charity organisation.   I am
inspired by the commitment of the team to make things happen for a cause
they passionately believe in.   I have new appreciation for the challenges
these organisations face and believe that mentoring can make a real
difference” 

Aparna Dubey, Marketing Director, Procter & Gamble, talenTtrust mentor, SCWO
project

Our mentors tell us that the
experience of working on a
talenTtrust project is both
enlightening and humbling.
  
Our evaluation model has
identified a number of
immediate outcomes for our
mentors, including an increase
in confidence in their
consultative skills and their
ability to provide strategic
advice.

m e n t o r s
As well as developing the
leadership skills that they apply
in their workplace, our mentors
develop a better understanding
of Singaporean society, social
issues and the challenges that
leaders in the charitable sector
face.

We believe this helps to build a
more connected corporate and
social sector.



95% of volunteers agree that the level of commitment
required to be a mentor met their expectations.



of our mentors say they have......

85%

benefitted from collaborating with professionals with
diverse backgrounds

were exposed to challenges that they would not normally
be exposed to at work

have a better appreciation of how to build trust amongst
team and mentees

agree that their listening and coaching skills have
improved

our mentors
overwhelmingly agree that
being part of their project
has given them skills and
experiences that they will
apply in the workplace.



“Exposure to industry peers, learning from others with a different skillset,
opening your eyes to a breadth of perspectives and making a difference to
those in need.  These are but some of the things you pick up when you put a
team of 6 strangers together for the common good –and you take back much
more than you can give.” 
 
Alfred Low, Managing Director, HSBC, talenTtrust mentor, 
Riding for the Disabled project



In order to measure the

ongoing impact that our

programme has on nonprofit

organisations, our evaluation

approach is to conduct

interviews with our nonprofit

partners at least 12 months

after their project has been

completed. 

We then organise the data

from our interviews in order to

identify common themes and

to provide a summary of the

impact that our nonprofit

partners describe.

our long term impact

This approach gives us an ideal

tool for demonstrating the

common improvements that

nonprofit organisations

experience as a result of taking

part in the talenTtrust

programme.

During interviews with alumni

nonprofits we notice a sense of

positivity and empowerment

amongst their leaders, who are

all still embracing the

organisational skills that they

have learnt through their

journey with talenTtrust.



After working with talenTtrust,

nonprofits have reported that their

profile externally is more credible,

particularly when their project

focused on communications and

messaging.  

focused messaging

clear strategic objectives

effective communication 

confidence in pitching ideas 

impact area one

organisational positioning

“Foodbank is in a very strong and marketable position now,
people look at us as a reputable charity.  I think it has helped us
to get more people to join us, we can attract the right type of
candidate who think Foodbank is worth it.  To entice good
talent requires more than just money”
Chong Meng, Director, Foodbank

Charities reported that they felt

that fundraising and volunteer

attraction had gained a lot of

traction.  Their organisations

were now clear about how they

were positioning themselves

externally, and audiences can

now better understand what and

who they are supporting.  

In addition to this, charities

report that having clear

operational strategies and plans

helps them to be more

professional in the way that they

run and represent their

organisation.



In particular, they feel that they

can more efficiently set impact

driven goals and use the

frameworks that they have

learnt to make decisions and

stay focused on the long term

objectives.

impact area two

prioritisation & planning 

“The talenTtrust project is a point of reference for bringing us
back to think about whey we do what we do.  In our next round of
strategy planning we will find the talenTtrust process useful, to
reflect on the entire journey we went through with talenTtrust
and how it can be inspiration for going forward”
Dr. Roland Yeow, Executive Director, Boys’ Town

The ability to prioritise and focus

on strategic objectives is a key

theme amongst our alumni

charities.  When working through

the talenTtrust process,

organisations learn how to focus

on, and prioritise, their most

strategic initiatives as well as

identifying those that they have

the resources and capabilities to

achieve.   

Alumni charities report that they

continue to use the management

tools that were introduced

during the programme in order

to plan, remain on track and

allocate resources.

staying focused on long
term objectives

setting impact driven
goals

using their
management

frameworks



50% of the alumni charities interviewed

are still keeping in touch with their

talenTtrust mentors in some form. 

The ongoing relationships between

mentors and charities, whether it be as

board members, expert coaches or

leveraging their networks for the

benefit of nonprofit organisations is

particularly impactful.   Charities who

continue to have access to corporate

mentors feel that it broadens the

specialist skills that they have access to

and increases the diversity of thought

at governance level.  

impact area three

networks & mentorship

“Having talenTtrust mentors on our board and shifting culture
in our board meetings has been the most enduring and biggest
impact.”
Gerard Ee, Executive Director, Beyond Social Services

It is a strategic goal
for talenTtrust to
increase the
opportunities for 
our mentors to stay
connected with their
charity leaders and
the social sector.

Above all, nonprofit leaders continue to feel a sense of support.



In marking our 5-year
anniversary, it was timely for
us to review our Theory of
Change and Impact
Framework.   Importantly, we
wanted to seek feedback from
our stakeholders on what we
are doing well, how we can
continuously improve our
offering and how we grow as
an organisation.

In early 2020, we engaged in
an in-depth qualitative
interview process with
stakeholders across our
nonprofit partners, mentors,
staff and board groups. 
Through this exercise we
gained insights into the
experience of working with
talenTtrust and how the
relationship has personally
impacted the groups that we
interact with.  

The feedback from our
stakeholders gives us
confidence that we are
meeting expectations and that
we are delivering on our
objective of supporting non-
profit organisations to be more
effective through cross sector
collaboration and capacity
building.

organisational review

There was no judgement,
we could share challenges
and difficulties and they
would never judge; they
would understand and help
us to come up with
solutions, it was a positive
environment”

Jeanne Bellec, Marketing &
Partnerships Director, Aidha



Our evidence shows that there
are key factors that make the
talenTtrust programme unique
and enduring. Our participants
say that the programme is well
managed and personalised,
making it a meaningful
experience for all involved,
particularly for mentors to
make the most effective use of
their time and skills.

We have a mentor matching
process which encourages
diversity of thought, which
means nonprofits have access
to a breath of specialist advice
and our mentors are exposed
to peers from different
backgrounds, industries and
skills sets.

Importantly, talenTtrust
project teams have a
foundation of trust.   Nonprofit
leaders are given the space to
step back from the day to day
operation and look at the
bigger picture.   Not only are
they supported with practical
strategies and tools to identify
their priorities, but
they also build confidence,
knowing that others have
faced the same challenges, and
that they are not alone.

insights

“Because it was so well
organised, I could finally
contribute in a structured
way that I could work
around”

Dr Hsien-Hsien LEI, CEO
AmCham Singapore,
talenTtrust mentor, Daughter
of Tomorrow project



our theory of change



the next five years

In the short-term, talenTtrust is
focused on a new phase of growth,
thanks to the generous support
we’ve received since our IPC status.
This includes hiring a new project
manager and expanding the scope
of our programming to include
shorter-term projects.  talenTtrust
has identified some key goals we’d
like to achieve over the coming
five-years:

Provide the go-to, high-quality service needed by our non-profit
partners.
Nurture relationships with innovative corporates and sector leaders that
result in creative partnerships that benefit the wider sector.
Create greater opportunities for non-profits and corporates to connect
and collaborate.
Improve the diversity and accessibility of our programmes so that we are
truly representative of our wider community.

Expand our team and ensure all employees are equipped with the
training they need to thrive.
Invest in an effective CRM system to maximise efficiency and better
serve our partners.
Establish and implement Stewardship programmes for both mentor and
nonprofit alumni.

External

Internal



appreciation

talenTtrust would like to thank our team of dedicated
employees along with our directors and our donors, both
corporate and individual, for their unwavering support of
talenTtrust over the past five years. 

We have also been grateful to receive regular donations
through Giving.sg and appreciate this kindness.

Our heartfelt thanks go to everyone who has mentored,
referred a friend, connected us to their company, shared a story
or experience or lent us their advice and insight. talenTtrust is
nothing if not a network of kind-hearted and caring people who
understand that by working together, we create a better world
for everyone.



our team



our board


